Dave’s Blarg!
2011-Nov-09

Today started out early (as usual ) I
picked up the Sitts for a ride to school at
0630.
Work was actually pretty
entertaining today; I was going through
resumes for some internships. Here are a
few things I have to say about hiring (now
that I’m the one doing it) :D
Gaaaa! It’s too early! See the no- I don’t care what your email address is. I
sun in the background! (Danielle is
only even really read one email address
hiding from the no-sun)
today, it was a funny one and I laughed, then
I got on to evaluating what actual skills and abilities the applicant had. I’ve
heard that there are places where you can get rejected for having an
unprofessional address.
Unless it’s [unprintable noun][unprintable
action]666@IAmANutCase.com, I really don’t care, you get issued an
address when you get hired.
- I didn’t facebook any of the applicants. I don’t really care what’s on their
faceboook account; if it’s anything like mine it shows that they’re just about
as crazy as the rest of us.
- Spell check really doesn’t catch everything! A common piece of equipment
in the fleet is a “Winch”, but we may or may not have gotten an application
from a “Skilled Wench Operator” (which should not be construed to give the
impression that the applicant didn’t get a (very) good rating  )
After that things got even more exciting!
I’ve found my wallet, but my license has
been in rough shape for a while, and I’d
already gotten all the paperwork
together, so I figured I’d head out to the
DMV to get a new one. I really
shouldn’t pick honestly. I think that the
Corvallis DMV exists in some sort of
random alternate reality, my total time
The Dead Motor Vehicles Office
(*not* that anyone is counting) was

almost exactly 12:38 from door to door. Every time I’ve ever been there it’s
been a surprise how fast it was, that being said I’m sure that the first time I
*don’t* bring a book they’ll slip back into this universe and I’ll spend an hour
waiting while the office specialists talk about their cats :p
The afternoon was awesome! I had
an extra special visitor! Nick dropped
penny off to help me for a while!
She was a huge hand all afternoon 

Penny is helping me sort resumes 

Penny thinks that this box looks better over
here… (we are still moving into this shop..)

“They left you alone with Penny?”

And the afternoon just got better
And better, Curly Dave, Danielle,
Nick, and Elizabeth all stopped in
I might need a bigger office 
to say hi  As office days go,
that’s about as good as it gets 
Okay, one special prize to whoever writes back with the craziest office (or
other work) day story . Until Tomorrow! -Dave

